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The very original principle of operation of the instrument was
developed in 2007, 2014 - 2018, Tester work s over a very
wide range. Ability to work independently as well as part of
the system. Very high speed, measurement accuracy and
repeatability.
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Internal Gate Resistance Tester VDS-1801

Introduction

The RG Tester is a vector-based measuring instrument for measuring complex
impedanсе. Internal gate resistance measurement of the FET transistor has determined
some features of the circuitry and design of the device, which distinguishes it from the
universal measuring instruments of resistance, capacitance, inductance, better known as
LCR meters.
The operating principle of the tester was developed and tested on models in
2006-2007. It uses original ideas that have nothing to do with what is used in existing LCR
meters.
Rg Tester is executed on one printed-circuit board, high degree of integration
and represents absolutely independent finished design capable to work both
independently, and as a part of measuring complexes. From the measurement process to
the output of the finished result - everything is implemented on one board. It is possible
to manage and get the finished result with the help of any terminal capable to receive
and transfer data on a serial port.
The small size, 6.0" x 4.0" x 0.75", the main PCB, the serial interfaces and the use of
a simple communication protocol allow for direct integration into measuring instruments
used to measure other FET transistor parameters.
© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Unlike testers that implement the resonance method of gate resistance
measurement, it measures the gate complex resistance, its active part and reactive part.
A very important difference is the way the tester is connected to the transistor
being measured. Testers with a resonant measurement method use a two-wire
connection scheme, which is one of the limitations that reduce the accuracy of the
measurement.
A significant disadvantage of resonance measurement is the difficulty in
determining resonance. The absence of a sensitive, accurate phase detector does not
allow for the precise determination of resonance, and therefore, to measure the active
component of the complex resistance.
The low quality of the measuring circuit makes it difficult to find the resonance
moment. And at good quality and at the resonance point, the stress on the reactive
elements, in particular on the transition capacitance, increases significantly. This may not
be very good for the device.
What about Handler's contact resistance? In resonance measurement, contact
resistance is included twice in the result for gate resistance measurement and four times
for DC contact resistance measurement.

Table of main differences between the two measurement methods
3041-R
Item

Min

Max

Unit

VDS-1801
Resolution

Min

Max

Unit Resolution

Measurement Method

Resonant

I-V Measurement

Measurement Terminal

2-Terminal

4-Terminal

100

3000

kHz

0.365 kHz

2000

3600

kHz

Source Voltage

1

1

V

Fixed

0.15

2.048

V

Source Current

2

15

mA

0.1 mA

0.005

0.04

A

0.3

50

Ohm

0.1 Ohm

0.001

1000

Oh
m

0.1 mOhm

100

100000

pF

0.1 pF

Sine wave source

Rg
Input DUT capacitance
Test Time

0.06

S

0.00013

1 Hz

S

Company representatives may object: "We measure resistance using a 100 mA DC
source and therefore we can measure with high accuracy" So what? Even theoretically, no
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one can say what resistance the contacts have. And so no one can say what the gate
resistance of the transistor being measured is. That's why we have to manually select the
devices for serious customers with LCR meters and not very quickly.
The VDS-1801 uses a 4-wire circuit to connect the tester to the transistor being
measured. Separation of current and voltage electrodes eliminates the lead and contact
resistance from the measurement. This is an advantage for precise measurement of low
resistance values.

1.1

User interface

Rg Tester Control Center
The user interface was developed much later, as the tester was originally
conceived as a device that can easily be integrated into existing testers. The small size of
the printed circuit board allows for interfaces with a very simple command system to
replace the obsolete elements in the RG testers and take the accuracy and speed of
measurements to a whole new level.
The user interface is written in the Microsoft Visual Studio environment in the C#
programming language and works in the Windows operating system.
The tester can work in Standalone mode, via serial port with any terminal. The
project uses a very simple exchange protocol and a simple command system. All
necessary calculations, correction, averaging, calibration functions, storage of calibration
parameters are performed directly in the tester.
Processing of measurement results in number, 4-channel vector mathematics,
necessary correction is carried out in hardware. Final processing of the results and their
output outside is carried out in a 32-bit microcontroller, which is formed in the same iс Altera Cyclone III. Actually, on a personal computer - visualization of results, output to
files, printing and input of data.

1.1.1

Welcome
Specifications
Sine wave source

Test frequency 2000 kHz, 3580 kHZ selectable
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Signal level

Amplitude value max. 2048 mV

Output impedance

50 Ohm

Absolute accuracy, resolution

0.1 mΩ

Equivalent measurement
circuit

Series

Measurement terminals

Four-terminal pair

Test cable length

From 0 to 3m

Test time

0.126 ms x Number of tests + 4ms

Averaging (number of tests)

1 to 999, programmable

Internal gate resistance (Rg)

1 - 1000000.0 mΩ

Warm - up time

< 4 minutes

Display

µLCD - 35DT

Capable of displaying

Measured values, control settings

Input D.U.T. capacitance

200 - 100000 pF

Contact check resolution

1 mΩ

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Circuit description
Analog part of the tester is made on high quality parts from Analog Devices.
Amplifiers ADA4899, differential amplifiers ADA4938-1, 16 Bits PulSAR Differential ADC
AD7626. The digital part is made on FPGA EP3C40Q240C8N. The use of FPGA has
significantly increased the speed of processing the measurement results, will increase the
accuracy and stability.
The processing of the current and voltage measurement results passes in parallel
along four channels, in the 32-bit floating point format. The final processing of the results
occurs in a 32-bit embedded-processor Nios II, formed in FPGA.
The results of measurements are influenced by the temperature of the elements on
the board. To stabilize the temperature on the board, a digital temperature sensor is
installed, which is used in the thermostat mode and controls the fan.The temperature of
the board is maintained with an accuracy of 0.0625°C.
The analog signal oscillators are made on FET transistors with quartz frequency
stabilization. To expand the measurement range and increase accuracy in the tester, two
oscillators, 2000 kHz and 3580 kHz are used. The measurement method used in the tester
poses high demands on the quality of the analog signal. Filtered with quartz crystal band
pass filters and amplified to the required level by a powerful operational amplifier
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THS3001CD. At the output of the amplifier we have a high-quality sine, with an
amplitude of up to 2 Volts and a second harmonic level harmonic level below -60dbc.
The measurement results are fully dependent on the quality of the clock and the
ability to accurately set frequency and phase. The clock oscillator is made on the chip
Si570 from Silicon labs. The oscillator has a very low level of phase noise and excellent
frequency stability. A special circuit generates a clock for the ADC channels of current
and voltage and allows you to set the clock frequency of the generator with an accuracy
of 1.25 Hz and the phase of one channel relative to another with an accuracy of less than
0.0005 °.
Due to the fact that the temperature of the elements on the board affects the
measurement results, the board is equipped with a programmed temperature sensor with
the ability to use in the thermostat mode in standalone mode. The temperature of
approx. 47°C is maintained at an accuracy of 0.0625°C by a fan mounted on the back of
the tester.
The configuration data, calibration and original individual board data are stored
in the EEPROM.
The printed circuit board of the tester has all the necessary power supplies. + 7VA,
+ 5VA, -5VA, -2.5VA, + 3.3VA, + 3.3VD, + 2.5VD, + 1.2VD. The required voltages for
supply from an external power source are + 8V (400mA), -8V (200mA), + 5V (300mA).

Terminal configuration
is an electrical impedance 8 measuring technique that uses separate pairs
of current-carrying and voltage-sensing electrodes to make more accurate
measurements than the simpler and more usual two-terminal (2T) sensing 8 . Fourterminal sensing is used in some ohmmeters 8 and impedance analyzers 8 , and in
wiring for strain gauges 8 and resistance thermometers 8 . Four-point probes are also
used to measure sheet resistance 8 of thin films 8 (particularly semiconductor 8 thin
films).
Separation of current and voltage electrodes eliminates the lead and contact
resistance 8 from the measurement. This is an advantage for precise measurement of
low resistance values. For example, an LCR bridge 8 instruction manual recommends the
four-terminal technique for accurate measurement of resistance below 100 ohms.
Four-terminal sensing is also known as Kelvin sensing, after William Thomson,
Lord Kelvin 8 , who invented the Kelvin bridge 8 in 1861 to measure very low
resistances using four-terminal sensing. Each two-wire connection can be called a Kelvin
connection. A pair of contacts that is designed to connect a force-and-sense pair to a
single terminal or lead simultaneously is called a Kelvin contact. A clip, often a crocodile
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clip
clip

8

, that connects a force-and-sense pair (typically one to each jaw) is called a Kelvin

The shielded four-terminal configuration can reduce the effects of lead impedance
because the signal current path and voltage sensing cables are independent. Accuracy for
the lower impedance measurement range is improved typically down to 1 mΩ.
The tester can work without loss of accuracy with any reasonable length of
connecting cables. When you change cables you must, once again, to calibrate the tester.
Interfaces
Serial asynchronous ports are used to communicate with peripheral devices and the
host computer. There are 4 ports. The main port for communication with a personal
computer uses a COM/USB converter FT232RL. Port isolated from the tester.
RS232 serial port with standard signal levels, one port in logic level 3.3V and one in logic
level 5V. The presence of these interfaces makes it easy to integrate the tester's board
into existing measurement instruments.
In addition of these interfaces, a separate serial interface is used to communicate with
display. There are 13 general I/O ports that can be used at your discretion.
The project includes a GPIB interface, which can be used with the tester if necessary. The
interface is made on a micro-controller PIC24, the program is written in C. The interface
was used in the previous version of the tester.
Two additional units have been developed to extend the tester's capabilities and
ensure comfortable work of the staff. For laboratory use and manual testing - DUT
Interface 28
Handler Interface has been developed for use with the Handler in automatic
mode and for manual calibration and testing, but in conjunction with the Handler
Interface 29 .

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Terminal

Terminal tab
The first step is to open the serial port. In the drop-down list Serial Port to choose
the port tester. Baud Rate = 19200. Connect serial port tester, you can and power off the
tester. At power up the tester displays the message: the Version of hardware and
software, "RG Tester is ready" and the frequency of signal oscillator.
In the terminal window displays all information on the data exchange. All data is in ASCII
format.
Parity, Stop Bits, Baud Rate
Close Port
Open Port
Clear
Send

- None, One, 19200
- Close port and disconnected
- Open port and connected tester to PC
- clear terminal's screen.
- send to port data from the input line (bottom

left).
The status bar displays information about the number of tests and the
temperature of the printed circuit board. In addition to the basic commands, some
functions of the tester that are not associated with the control buttons can be controlled
through the terminal.

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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The format of the tester commands is very simple. All commands consist of two
letters, a colon and data separated by commas.

TR:
CO:
CS:
CR:x.xxx
CX:x.xxx
CC:
FL:
FH:
TN:100
ST:47.0625

- Start test with correction
- Open correction
- Short correction
- Setting value of load correction resistor
- Setting value of load correction capacitor
- Clock calibration
- Low frequency on
- High frequency on
- Number of tests = 100
- Temperature of thermostat thermostat = 47.0625°C

After starting the Rg Tetser Control program, the Terminal panel is activated,
which has all the necessary controls and settings selection. The settings for the tester port
are set in the program and do not require any changes. If more than one device with a
serial port is connected to the computer, it is necessary to choose the one corresponding
to the Rg tester from the list.
Power supply of +5V is supplied to the USB/COM converter circuitry from the
computer and therefore it does not matter whether the tester is on or off. When you turn
on the tester, Terminal displays a ready message.
Directly below the work window of the terminal there is a line for entering
commands or any information to be transmitted via the serial port. To activate the
transfer, click the Send button.
The program will not work without connection to the tester.

1.1.3

Setings
Settings panel
The panel is equipped with user interface elements that allow you to change
some settings.

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Settings details are stored in an EEPROM (electrically erasable programmable
read-only memory).
Number of test - programmable number of tests from 1 to 999. Each test - 360
measurements per period of aliased signal..
Temperature of Thermostat - Due to the fact that the temperature of the
elements on the board affects the measurement results, a temperature sensor is installed
on the board with the possibility of using the thermostat in an autonomous mode.
Programming and reading of data takes place via the I2C interface. The temperature of
the board is maintained with an accuracy of 0.0625°C with the fan.
Load Correction Resistor, Ω- Resistor's value of calibrated device. Installed in DUT
Interface.
Load Correction Capacitor, pF - Capacitor's value of calibrated device. Installed in
DUT Interface.
Calibration Settings for Die1,
Capacitor.

Load Correction Resistor, Load Correction

Calibration Settings for Die2,
Capacitor.

Load Correction Resistor, Load Correction

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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If a resistor or capacitor is replaced, the corresponding value must be changed.
The set value is then used to calibrate the tester.
In the lower part of the panel there is information about the directory and files
into which the measurement results are recorded.

1.1.4

Testing

Multiple measurements are taken and averaged and the resultant R is calculated.

Testing tab
The main working window of the program. Simple and intuitive interface.
Start Log
- Start logging test's result
Stop Log - Stop logging test's result
Clear Log
FreqLow
FreqHigh
Run test
The status strip shows the number of tests, the PCB temperature and the frequency
of the generator. The frequency value is duplicated on the frequency switching buttons.

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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If necessary, save the test results, you can create a log and then write the results to a file.
The file can be viewed in the program or in any text editor.
On the left side displays information about the tests, the current range at which
the test passed, the measurement ranges are automatically switched depending on the
current's value, which prevents measurement errors.
The magnitude of the resistance and reactivity, in the case of capacitive - the value of the
capacitance, in the case of inductive - the value of the inductance.
Also information on the time spent on the test is displayed.
A single test is a test consisting of 360 measurements, resulting in a vector value
of the current and voltage as well as the angle between them. Until the result is
displayed, the tester repeats the tests the number of times specified in the status bar.
Results are processed and averaged by embedded-processor NIOS II, displayed in
large green font and duplicated in the list on the left side of the screen.. Here you can
switch signal generators.
In addition, information about the temperature of the printed circuit board is displayed.
In case of test control from the built-in display or from any serial port, all information is
displayed as usual.
Buttons Die1, Die2 are active when the tester is running together with Handler
Interface. If the tester is operated without Handler Interface, the Die1, Die2 buttons are
not active.
The two Text Boxes on the top right of the panel are used to set the resistance
limit values to a minimum or maximum. If a minimum or maximum test result is reached,
the result is displayed in red.
If it is necessary to write the test results to a file, it is necessary to refer to the File
menu and further as usual in the programs in Windows.

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Calibration

Measurement Error and Compensation
For real-world measurements, we have to assume that the measurement result
always contains some error. Some typical error sources are:
- Instrument inaccuracies ( test signal level inaccuracy, and impedance
measurement inaccuracy)
- Residuals in the test fixture and cables
- Noise
The DUT’s parasitic are not included in the above list because they are a part of
the DUT. The parasitic are the cause of component dependency factors and dominate the
real characteristics of components.
The objective of component measurement is to accurately determine the real value of a
component including parasitic. In order to know the real values of the DUT's, we need to
minimize the measurement errors by using proper measurement techniques.
In the listed error sources, the residuals in the test fixture and test cables can be
compensated for if they are constant and stable.

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Clock calibration
The first step concerns the setting of the oscillator frequency of the ADC clock. To do this,
use open-circuit the test terminals.
The second step refers to the infinity and short compensation. For the zero
calibration, short-circuit the test terminals with a 1mm thick strip of aluminum.
The third,and the most important, step concerns the load compensation.
When the compensation has been completed, the RG tester can be taken into use.
Compensation
Compensation is also called correction and reduces the effects of the error
sources existing between the DUT and the instrument’s calibration plane. Compensation,
however, can not always completely remove the error. Thus, the measurement accuracy
obtained after compensation is not as good as that obtained at the calibration plane.
Compensation is not the same as calibration and can not replace calibration.
Compensation data is obtained by measuring the test fixture residuals. The accuracy of
compensation data depends on the calibration accuracy of the instrument, so
compensation must be performed after calibration has been completed.
Compensation improves the effective measurement accuracy when a test fixture,
test leads, or an additional measurement accessory (such as a component scanner) is
used with the instrument.
Open/short/load compensation
There are numerous measurement conditions where complicated residual
parameters cannot be modeled as the simple equivalent circuit in.
Open/short/load compensation is an advanced compensation technique that can be
applied to complicated residual circuits. To carry out the open/short/load compensation,
three measurements are required before measuring the DUT, with the test fixture
terminals opened, shorted, and with a reference DUT (load) connected. These
measurement results (data) are used for compensation calculation when the DUT is
undergoing measurement.
In the cases listed above, open/short compensation will not work effectively and
the measurement result contains some error. The open/short compensation is adequate
for such measurements.

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Task Editor

Create New Part:
In order to create a new part, the user should click on “New Part”, enter the part
number inside the box where it says “Please Enter a New Part Number”, enter the part
settings (Rg max, Rg min, Cmax, Cmin and so on) and when it is done, click on “Save
Part”.
Note: The user should make sure the tester is on the Standby mode when he wants
to either create a new part or change an existing part’s settings.
Make changes to an existing part:
In order to make changes to an existing part the user should first open that part
number in the Task Editor? make the changes then click on "Save Part".
Die 1 Enabled: By checking or unchecking this box the user can enable or disable
the Rg test for Die 1.
Die 1 Kelvin Test Enabled: By checking or unchecking this box the user can enable
or disable the Kelvin test for Die1.
Die 1 Functional Test Enabled: By checking or unchecking this box the user can
enable or disable the Functional test for Die 1.
© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Kelvin min (Ω): Put the min. Kelvin value here. If the tested Kelvin value for either
the gate, drain, or source pins is less than this value, the Kelvin test will fail.
Kelvin max(Ω): Put the max. Kelvin value here. If the tested Kelvin value for either
the gate, drain, or source pins is more than this value, the Kelvin test will fail.
Rg min (Ω): Put the min. Rg value here. If the tested Rg value is less than this
value, the Rg test will fail.
Rg max (Ω): Put the max. Rg value here. If the tested Rg value is more than this
value, the Rg test will fail.
Cg min (pF): Put the min. Cg value here. If the tested Cg value is less than this
value, the Rg test will fail.
Cg max (pF): Put the max. Cg value here. If the tested Cg value is more than this
value, the Rg test will fail.
Channel: The user can choose between N or P channel devices.
Drain - Source short: Short Drain - Source tested devices.

1.1.7

Data Logger
Data Logger
The main purpose of the panel is to display generalized test results. In the upper
part of the panel there are several interface elements, which are available to the operator
and allow you to enter data for the identification of tests. Operator's name, lot number,
assign reports, start the testing process of a particular lot with the possibility of
temporary suspension or termination. At the start, by pressing the Lot Start button, a new
file is created with the original name, which contains the date and time. If Log All is
checked, a file with the same name formation principle is formed, in which detailed test
results are recorded. If necessary, you can print the contents of the files.
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Test Result
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The panel is designed to work with handler interface in manual mode. From the
panel it is very convenient to test the equipment, handler contacts, check the devices for
functioning, i.e. whether there is an open or closed circuit.
If you work with handler, you can control the tester from this page. Test conditions
are specified in the Task Editor just before the test or loaded from the tester memory for
the transistor under test. Test Result allows you to test two transistors. Kelvin and
Functional tests can be performed independently for each of the transistors. In this way, it
is possible to check the quality of the contacts without RG test. The choice of transistor, if
minimum and maximum limits are applied, is displayed for Die1 and Die2 and the test
results are displayed in the appropriate color. Limit values for contact resistance are
specified in the Task Editor and the measurement results are also displayed in the
appropriate color. The transistor for testing is selected in the Task Editor.
The results of each test are recorded in a file for all measured parameters. At the
end of the lot test, a file with summary results is recorded.
To make it easier to find the desired file, the date and day of the week and the
transistor name are recorded in the file name

1.1.9

Handler Interface Config

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Software, firmware
All software in this project can be divided into three separate projects according
to its purpose.
The main project is the Rg tester itself. The first prototype of the tester in 2007
was with the DSP microcontroller 5509. There is no point in listing all the drawbacks of
the microcontroller, but all of them do not allow to implement the ideas used in the
VDS1801 project. That's why starting from 2007, step by step with practical testing on
layouts, the current result was obtained.
The tester uses the FPGA Altera Cyclone III and TQFP versions. The use of the FPGA
has made it possible to make the testing process continuous and independent of the
number of tests in one package. This part is written in Verilog in a Quartus II environment.
For the final processing of measurement results, the ADC/DAC control, generators,
and the FPGA's data transmission and reception control, a 32-bit microcontroller with all
the necessary functional elements has been formed. A total of 89% of FPGA resources are
used.
The user interface is written in C# programming language in Microsoft Visual
Studio environment. At the moment of the project completion, the detected issues were
fixed. But as in any program product, small errors may be detected with time, new
functions may be added or previously developed ones may be improved.
Downloading new versions of the tester's control program is easy and does not
require any special training.
It's a bit more difficult to install new versions of the tester and handler interface
programs. To make it easier to install and avoid errors, the tester is given detailed
instructions on how to update and install the programs. To reprogram microcontrollers,
programmers are needed that require connection to the appropriate connectors inside
the tester and the handler interface. The step-by-step instruction allows you to
reprogram the tester's firmware to a person with minimal PC skills.
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Hardware
All devices are enclosed in the same type of Split Body Aluminum Enclosures and
differ in size. All openings are made on a CNC milling machine. The inscriptions are
made by mechanical engraving on the same equipment. Powder coating.

Tester in a case the size 8.5" L x 6.135" W x 1.908" H

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Rg Tester, Main Unit

Front Panel

There are four SMB connectors on the front panel, isolated from the housing.
HC - High current
HP - High potential
LP - Low potential
LC - Low current
There are no controls on the front panel and SMB connectors are located on the front panel
for ease of use. Four LEDs in different colours provide the necessary information about the
tester's status.
POWER - Power on
TEST - Testing
THERMOSTAT - Fan on
ATE - Handler interface connected
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Split Body Aluminum Enclosure. 8.5" L x 6.144" W x 3.090" H

The rear panel does not require any special explanations. REMOTE - The USB
connector for the display. If the display is connected, the tester can work independently
without a personal computer. 4" display shows all the necessary information and forms
the necessary controls by analogy with smart phones. Switching to the appropriate AC
mains voltage is performed inside the tester.
Fan diameter 60 mm works on the warm air exhaust, is controlled by a special
electronic circuit that maintains the temperature inside the tester, in the thermostat mode
within + - 0.0625 degrees Celsius from the temperature set by the software.
PC - USB socket for PC connection. The tester uses a USB/RS232 converter, so on
the Terminal panel, the information is displayed in the form corresponding to the serial
port. Handler Interface is connected to the tester via DB9 connector.

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Inside the tester there are two printed circuit boards. There is a power supply at the bottom
of the tester. At the top of the main circuit board of the tester. and on the front panel of the
printed circuit board with high-frequency connectors and four LEDs. Cables must be
connected correctly for proper operation.

1.3.2

DUT Interface

4-wire (Kelvin sensing) fixture

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Split Body Aluminum Enclosure w/ Plain End Plates 4.0"L X 2.610"W X 1.160"H
DUT Interface has been developed for comfortable work with the tester. On the
top panel there is a mode switch: OPEN, SHORT D-S, LOAD. Socket of 3M company
(factory part number 203-2737-55-1102, Digi-Key part number 3M10849-ND). Never use
SULLINS sockets, which are 3 times cheaper and tens of times worse in quality.
Inside the box there is a calibration element for LOAD calibration in SINGLE
MODE and two elements for the same calibration in HANDLER mode. In the OPEN
position, the socket is connected to the cables. In the SHORT D-S position, the socket is
connected in the same way as in the OPEN position, but the DRAIN and SOURCE contacts
are shortened by a switch. In the LOAD position, a calibration device for Load Calibration
is connected to the cables.
There are two six pins connectors on the front panel for connecting to Handler
Interface and LoadCalibration if necessary. There are four SMB-type connectors on the
rear panel for connecting to the tester. The calibration devices are located on a small
PCB and are reliably protected against damage.

1.3.3

Handler Interface

© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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Split Body Aluminum Enclosure w/ Flanged End Plates 2.75" L x 3.12" W x 1.852" H
In order to ensure accurate, noise-free measurements, Rg Tester cable-connected
to a remote pod that is located as close as practical to the handler or to a manual test
socket.
With Handler Interface tester is equipped with CONTACT CHECK and
OPEN/SHORT test functions, and performs high volume production testing.
A special interface has been developed for working with handler. Structurally it is
made by the separate block. If, in the case of device measurement in a laboratory
environment where contact quality is easily monitored and contact resistance
measurement is not necessary, it is important to monitor contact resistance and condition
in conjunction with handler for timely maintenance and replacement. In the case of
resonance measurement of gate resistance, a DC source of 50 - 100 mA is used to
measure the resistance of contacts.
© 2020 Vladimir Dmitriyev
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This project uses a completely different idea. The contact resistance is measured
by a tester as a normal RX device. The result is the value of the complex contact
resistance. The measurement results are compared with the values recorded in the
EEPROM during calibration, and the difference is displayed in a file along with the values
of resistance and reactivity of the shutter. In this way, the physical condition of the
contacts can be monitored and maintenance measures can be taken in a timely manner.
The device uses reed relays, the control circuit is implemented on the
microcontroller PIC24. The contact resistance measurements are performed at the
operating frequency of the tester in the same way as the gate resistance measurements.
HANDLER INTERFACE is designed to measure the parameters of two devices. The
interface is connected to the tester via RS232 serial interface. This cable is used to supply
+8V, -8V power.
The interface uses 21 reed relays and 4 G6K_2P relays.

1.4

Calibration
Measurement Error and Compensation
For real-world measurements, we have to assume that the measurement result always
contains some error. Some typical error sources are:
Instrument inaccuracies ( test signal
measurement inaccuracy)
Residuals in the test fixture and cables
Noise

level

inaccuracy,

and

impedance

The DUT’s parasitic are not included in the above list because they are a part of
the DUT. The parasitic are the cause of component dependency factors and dominate the
real characteristics of components.
The objective of component measurement is to accurately determine the real
value of a component including parasitic. In order to know the real values of the DUT's,
we need to minimize the measurement errors by using proper measurement techniques.
In the listed error sources, the residuals in the test fixture and test cables can be
compensated for if they are constant and stable.
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The Calibration Panel is common to two tester modes of operation. For each
mode, the necessary buttons are activated and the corresponding tester calibration
results are displayed. The buttons in the middle of the panel are located in the sequence
of the full tester calibration from top to bottom.
The Calibration Panel is divided into two zones for ease of use. Left for 2000 kHz
and right for 3580 kHz. In the middle part of the calibration selection button panel.
Memory - reading calibration data from EEPROM
Clock - clock calibration
Open - open calibration
Short - short calibration
Load - load calibration
Kelvin - handler contacts meter calibration
At the bottom of the panel, the DUT selection button and the frequency switch. In
the lower right corner, there is a button to start the calibration process.
The process of any calibration is very simple. Choose the frequency at which you
want to calibrate, press the appropriate button to select the required calibration, read a
reminder about the check of the input state, check and if everything is set correctly press
the "Yes" button. After that the tester additionally checks the input state and activates
the "RUN" button. Press the button and wait.
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When the Memory button is pressed, information about the calibration results is
displayed. The information stored in the tester's non-volatile memory is displayed.

1.4.1

Clock Calibration

For correct operation of the tester and obtaining reliable stable results it is
necessary to ensure stable operation of the signal generator and the clock generator for
ADC. The signal generator is made with quartz frequency stabilization and does not
require calibration. The clock generator is made on Si570 and is characterized by high
stability and very low level of phase noise. The calibration process does not require any
measuring instruments or operator intervention. The only requirement is an open input,
similar to the configuration for open calibration. If the temperature of the tester has been
changed if necessary, a full calibration should be carried out.
The 2MHz and 3.58MHz frequencies are calibrated separately. Switch frequencies
manually. It is not always necessary to calibrate the generator frequencies at low and
high frequencies simultaneously.

Connect your test fixture to the terminals without connecting the device under
test.
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Clock calibration is used when there are any changes in the analog signal
generator circuit or changing the thermostat temperature settings. Frequency of the
aliased signal = Fs - Fa = Fs/360.
Clock calibration - change the frequency of the clock oscillator clamp to fulfill the
condition. Calibration of the frequency of the clock oscillator does not require measuring
devices and is performed separately for each frequency. Frequency setting accuracy 1.25
Hz.

Clock calibration

1. Connect your test fixture to the UNKNOWN Terminals without connecting
the device under test.
2. Click button Clock Calibration.
3.

Check terminal's condition, answer Yes to the confirmation prompt. click
button OK. Now button Run is enable.

4. Click button Run, wait.
During the CLOCK correction measurement, the button Run is not available.
The time required is approximately 1-20s.

1.4.2

Short
Calibration tab.
Connect your test fixture to the UNKNOWN Terminals and short the measurement
contacts together.
The RG Tester SHORT correction capability cancels measurement errors due to
parasitic residual impedance of the test fixture. The SHORT correction data is taken at 2
preset frequency points, independent of the test frequency you set.

Short correction

Connect your test fixture to the UNKNOWN Terminals and short the
measurement contacts together.
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1. Click button Short Correction,
2. Check terminal's condition, answer Yes to the confirmation
prompt. click button Ok. Now button Run is enable.
3. Click button Run, wait.
The time required to measure the open correction data is
approximately 2s. During the OPEN correction measurement, the button Run
is not available.

1.4.3

Open

Connect your test fixture to the terminals without connecting the device under
test.
The RG Tester OPEN correction capability cancels errors due to the stray
admittance in parallel with the device under test. The OPEN correction data is taken at 2
preset frequency points, independent of the test frequency you set.
Open correction
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1. Connect your test fixture to the UNKNOWN Terminals without
connecting the device under test.
2. Click button Open Correction.
3. Check terminal's condition, answer Yes to the confirmation
prompt. click button OK. Now button Run is enable.
4. Click button Run, wait.
The time required to measure the open correction data is
approximately 2s. During the OPEN correction measurement, the button
Run is not available.

1.4.4

Load calibration
The accuracy and stability of the tester over a wide range of gate resistance
values depends on the quality of the calibration and the availability of the correct
calibration devices. To avoid damage or loss of the calibration devices, all RC calibration
devices are located on DUT Interface PCBs. In Single Mode, the calibration device is
connected by a switch to the "LOAD" position. When using the handler interface, the Die1
and Die2 calibration devices, also located in the DUT interface, are connected via the
DIE1, DIE2 connectors on the respective handler interface connectors. The connecting
conductors must be of the same length as those used to connect to the handler contacts.
The resistance and capacitor values of the calibration devices are set in the "Settings" tab
and stored in the non-volatile memory.
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The Tester's Load Correction capability improves the measurement accuracy by
using a working standard (calibrated device) as a reference. corrects for the other errors
by using the transmission coefficient derived from the relationship between a standard's
(premeasured) reference value to the actual measurement value at the frequency points
you specify. So, OPEN/ SHORT/LOAD corrections can be performed at the frequency
points you specify.
Unlike many measuring devices, where the main correction of measurement
results lies on the software load in this project is software corrected only: OPEN, SHORT.
In this project, all the necessary corrections are made during the calibration process and
no complex mathematical calculations are required for measurements, which require a
lot of time.
To obtain the correct result, the measurement and correction result is the exact
value of the current and voltage amplitude and the angle between them. Even the exact
amplitude value is not as important as the exact relationship between the voltage and
current amplitudes, All according to Ohm's law. With current and voltage, everything is
very simple. It is difficult to determine the angle between the current and voltage vectors.
The principle of operation used in this project allows to obtain the result of phase
measurement with an accuracy of five decimal places.
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Load correction

1.
2.
3.
4.

Connect a reference sample with known parameters.
Click button desired frequency
Click button DUT Correction or Load Correction.
Check terminal's condition, answer Yes to the confirmation
prompt. click button OK. Now button Run is enable.
5. Click button Run, wait.

The results of correction are shown in the format:

Range 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 - number of current measurement range
Gain X.XXXX - corective factor of amplifier's gain
Phase XXXX - DAC's Serial Data Input

Load correction is performed using a reference sample with known parameters.
The values ?of the resistance and capacity of the reference sample are set on the Settings
tab. Load correction is performed separately for each of the frequencies. In the progress
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of the correction, you can judge by the progress bar. Correction is performed for seven
current measurement ranges.
The phase calibration consists in changing the phase of the current vector relative
to the voltage vector. Really in the tester in the calibration phase using a step size
0.00036°.
Gain calibration Correction of the gain factor of the current measurement channel.
The amplification of the amplifier of the voltage measuring channel is constant and does
not change at different ranges of current measurement and is used as a reference. Load
correction takes place with the use of a reference sample with known parameters. The
resistance and capacity are set on the Settings page. Load correction is performed
separately for each frequency. During execution of the program can be judged by the
progress bar. The correction is performed for the seven (2 – 7)measurement ranges
current. The calibration terminal is made in order to minimize the error of calibration.
With the same purpose in all modes of correction, check the condition of the terminal
and in case of not compliance displays a warning message for the operator.

DUT Interface. Load device C1 = 220 pF, R1 = 100 Ω
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Handler Interface. Load device C1, C2 =220pF, R1, R2 = 100 Ω
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Calibrating the contact resistance meter

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four-terminal_sensing
https://www.tesecinc.com/products/dynamic-test-system-3041-r/

A pair of contacts that is designed to connect a force-and-sense pair to a single
terminal or lead simultaneously is called a Kelvin contact.
This is exactly the condition that was met during the development of the tester.
The VDS-1801 uses a vector-based method of measuring the impedance. The 4-wire
connection to the device being measured minimizes the measurement errors associated
with contact resistance.
There is no need to measure contact resistance by definition in VDS-1801. The 4wire circuitry answers all the questions that arise in this case. However, first of all, at the
request of the users, and the handler interface has been designed to provide all the
necessary connections for the RG test, Kelvin test function tests. the principle of
measuring the contact resistance of the handler is no different from the principle of
measuring the resistance of the gate. Nor does it differ in measurement speed and
accuracy. In other words, we measure the contact resistance as the internal gate
resistance of the transistor.
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Based on the results of the contact resistance measurement, it is possible to judge
the degree of wear of the contacts and to take measures to replace them in time.
The calibration results are recorded and stored in the tester's non-volatile
memory, loaded into RAM from the EEPROM when turned on, and subtracted from the
measurement results when measured.
Calibration of the contact resistance meter is only required in the configuration:
tester + handler interface.

.

1.5

Measurement method
The unknown impedance (Zx) can be calculated from measured voltage and
current values. The test signal current (Ix) flows through the DUT and also flows into the IV converter. The operational amplifier of the I-V converter makes the same current as Ix
flow through the resistor (Rr) on the negative feedback loop. Since the feedback current
(Ir) is equal to the input current (Ix) flows through the Rr and the potential at the Low
terminal is automatically driven to zero volts. Thus, it is called virtual ground.
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Figure 3.3.1
The I-V converter output voltage (Vr) is represented by the following equation:
Vr = Ir x Rr = Ix x Zx

(1)

Ix is determined by the impedance (Zx of the DUT and the voltage Vx across the
DUT as follows:
Ix = Vx / Zx

(2)

From the equations 1 and 2, the equation for impedance (Zx) of the DUT is
derived as follows:
Zx = (Vx x Rr) / Ix = Vx / Vr

(3)

The vector voltages Vx and Vr are measured with the vector voltmeters as shown
in Figure 3.3.1. Since the value of Rr is known, the complex impedance Zx of the DUT can
be calculated by using equation 3. The Rr is called the range resistors and is the key
circuit element, which determines the impedance measurement range. The Rr value is
selected from several range resistors depending on the Zx of the DUT.
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In order to understand the implications of aliasing in both the time and frequency
domain/ first consider the case of a time domain representation of a single tone
sinewave sampled as shown in Figure 2. In this example, the sampling frequency fs is not
at least 2fa, but only slightly more than the analog input frequency fa - the Nyquist
criteria is violated. Notice that the pattern of the actual sample produces an aliased
sinewave at a lower frequency equal to fs - fa.
This is similar to the analog mixing process and implies that somefiltering ahead
of the ADC is required to remove frequency components which are outside the Nyquist
bandwidth, but whose aliased components fall inside it. The filter performance will
depend on how close the out-of-band signal is to fs/2 and amount of attenuation
required.
The vector diagram shows that voltages I = Vr/Rr and Vx are complex (that is, they
consist of a real component - represented on the X-axis - and an imaginary component represented on the Y-axis). The peak values of the voltages are computed as follows...
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All mathematical calculations in the measurement process are done in hardware.
The measurement data are processed and calculated simultaneously in four channels. The
results of the test are submitted for further processing to the integrated NIOS II
processor, in which they are averaged, corrected and transmitted via the serial port to the
computer.
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